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TOP 5 MOST COMMON OBSTACLES 
to  Offering Fixed Index Annuities.

1: FIAs are too complicated and have many moving parts
Like many products, the simplicity is found in a simple story. FIAs offer a story many consumers may be looking for: 
growth potential without risk of loss due to market downturns. 

2: FIA owners' premium is locked up and not accessible
Surrender charge periods help to secure client's funds so they have the time and opportunity to grow. However, 
many FIAs have features or optional riders that could help provide some liquidity when clients need it most. 
Features can range from an annual penalty-free withdrawal to a waiver of surrender charges due to qualified 
nursing home confinement. 

3: I already have a well-rounded portfolio
Fixed index annuities are becoming a household item as a new generation of savers continue to be drawn to growth 
potential and downside protection from market downturns. If you're not offering these products to your clients, 
others soon will, Including FIAs in your product offerings helps ensure you aren't missing out on potential business.

4. FIAs are only for risk-averse or conservative savers
The reality is all clients who want a financial foundation that cannot be lost due to market downturns could be open 
to FIAs. As a way to avoid downside risk, FIAs can be a vital part of a balanced financial plan. We offer a variety of 
FIAs that could work for your clients whether they're experienced or just getting started.

5. FIAs have little or no growth
It's true that clients will be giving up some upside potential to have downside protection from market downturns. 
However, FIAs can offer a variety of interest-crediting strategies to choose from. While most FIAs average 2 - 5% 
growth over the long run, some strategies do not have a traditional cap which could mean higher upside potential 
during market growth years.




